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Abstract 
Let (D,, v,,) n = 1,2, be smooth domains and smooth reflection vector fields on 8D, 
approximating (D, u), a Lipschitz domain in aBd (d 2 3) and a given reflection on I?D which points 
uniformly into D. Under the condition that locally for some coordinate system, loi/ < cud, 
i = 1, , d - 1, and also the same condition for u, where c is a constant depending on the 
Lipschitz constant, we have tightness for reflected Brownian motion on D, with reflection t‘, 
depending only on c. From this, we obtain strong Markov process X on D with reflection v. 
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1. Introduction 
Reflected Brownian motion (abbreviated as RBM) can be understood in many 
ways. In the case of C2 domains with bounded Lipschitz oblique reflection, Stroock 
and Varadhan (1971) showed existence and uniqueness of RBM with submartingale 
problem formulation. When a domain and reflection are not smooth at one point like 
C3 cone, quite a bit is known also with submartingale problem formulation [Kwon 
(1992), Kwon and Williams (1991)]. On the other hand, in case of normal reflection, 
Bass and Hsu (1991) constructed the process and boundary local time in Lipschitz 
domain using the theory of Dirichlet form. 
This paper is concerned with RBM in bounded Lipschitz domain D in IW*, d 2 3, 
with oblique reflection under some condition but no more, even without making any 
continuity assumption. We define oblique reflection in (1) of Section 2 which roughly 
means that reflection points into D. The condition on u is that for each x E aD, there 
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existsc>OsuchthatonU,aneighborhoodofx,~u’J<c~~,i=l,...,d-l,v~~lon 
t3D n U with a coordinate system on U. From boundedness of D, we can take the 
Lipschitz constant y < M for some M < cc and without loss of generality we may 
assume y 2 1. More precise condition for c is 0 < c < l/(2@ - 1)&y). 
In Section 2, we give conditions on D and v more specifically and some notations. 
In Section 3, we assume D and v are smooth with the condition that locally 
lvil < cud for i = 1, . . . , d - 1. Then we get tightness for RBM that the coefficients for 
tightness depend only on c, not the smoothness. From this, we get a Harnack 
inequality for harmonic function having zero derivative to the direction of v(zero 
v-directional derivative) on the boundary as Bass and Hsu (1991) did in normal 
reflection. 
In Section 4, we approximate (D, v) with (D,, v,) in the sense that if x, E dD,, x E aD 
and x, -+ x as n + co, then v,(x,) + v(x). We define kresolvent for RBM on D, with 
reflection v,. Then we show that A-resolvents for bounded functions are equicontinu- 
ous and with tightness established in Section 3, the weak limit of a subsequence of 
RBM on D, with reflection v, exists with a similar way as Bass and Barlow (1989) 
constructed RBM on Sierpinski carpet. 
2. Conditions and notation 
Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain and v be the given oblique reflection vector 
field on dD. B(x, Y) denotes the open ball of radius Y with center x. 
(1) We say a vector v(x) is oblique at x E i?D when there are a Lipschitz function 
f and a constant (w > 0 such that 
D n IQ, [w) = {Y = (Y’,Y~) E Rd:f(y’) < yd, IYI < R> 
in an orthonormal coordinate system centered at x for which U(X) is parallel to the 
positive xd-axis. The vector field v on aD is oblique means v(x) is oblique for any 
x E aD. When aD E Cl, obliqueness of v means v. n > 0 for the unit normal n pointing 
into D. 
We assume the following conditions (2)-(4) for D and v. 
(2) There exist a finite number of balls B(a,,rk), ak E fi, k = 1,2, . . . , ND, whose 
union contains d and for each k = 1,2, . . . , ND, there exists a function F : Rd- 1 - R 
that is uniformly bounded and Lipschitz with constant y, 
IF@,) - F&)1 < ~1x1 - xzI> xi,xz E Rd-’ 
and domain Ok = B(a,,r,) n D is defined by 
Ok = B(ak,rk) n {(y’,yd): y’ E Rd-‘, F(y’) < yd < 03) 
for some coordinate system which is one centered at some x E dD and the positive 
xd-axis is into D. From now on we mean the coordinate system of Ok as this one. On 
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eachx~~Dn-d,letv=(v’,... ,vd) with the coordinate system of Ok. Then the key 
assumptions for u are 
vd 2 1 and Ivi( <cud 
for i = 1, . . . ,d - 1 for some c such that 0 < c < 1/(2(d - 1)&y). Without loss of 
generality, we may assume y 2 1 and s~p,,),~~dist(x, y) > 3~. 
By boundedness of D and (I), (2), without loss of generality, we may assume the 
following (3)-(5). 
(3) For any x E D, we can take k and p > 0 such that x E Ok and dist(x, z) 2 /I for 
any z E aok n D and fl does not depend on k, or x. In other words, any x E D is away 
from boundary points of Ok which are in D for at least one k. From now on, we 
understand k for x E ok in this sense. 
(4) By the property of Lipschitz domain, notice that for any x E aD n o”, 
x = (x’, x”) with the coordinate system of Ok, there is a cone and r. not depending on 
x such that 
c = ((y’,yd): lyd - Xdl 2 ylx’ - y’l} 
C n B(x,r,)\(x} c D. 
Let Ci denote the cone with vertex at x and coefficient y. 
(5) For bounded C’ domain D and continuous reflection v, let n be the inward unit 
normal pointing into D. Then with (l), v-n is a continuous positive function on i3D, 
therefore we may assume v’n 2 /?’ for some p’ > 0. If v is C’, then u. n 2 /I’ ensures 
existence and uniqueness of RBM on smooth domain by Lions and Sznitman (1984). 
The set of continuous functions X: [0, K$ + D is denoted by CD. For each t 2 0, 
St = a{X,: 0 I s I t> denotes the c-algebra of subsets of C,- generated by the 
coordinate maps X + X, E D (with the Bore1 o-algebra) for 0 5 s I t. Also, 
Fr,, s (X,: 0 < r I s I t> is defined similarly. Let 
9=v*>0 %Pt 3 a(X,: 0 I t < co}. 
For each Bore1 set F c Rd, let C(F) denote the set of continuous real-valued 
functions on F, and 11. /I denote the sup norm of C(F) (i.e., jifll = ~up,,~Jf(x)\ if 
f E C(F)). 
We introduce the following notation: 
D, = (x E D: dist(x, 3D) < E); (6) 
A(x,r) = B(x,r)n D; 
z, = inf{t: (X, - X,-,1 > r}, T, = inf(t: X, E B} for Bore1 set B; 
(7) 
(8) 
ok = inf{t: X, $! ok). (9) 
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3. Tightness 
We assume that the Lipschitz function F for domain D is smooth, u is C2 and (2)-(5) 
in Section 2. It is well-known that with (5), for XE D, there exists the unique 
probability measure P” on (CD,~) such that X is RBM on D with reflection v on 
8D under P” and X0 = x P”-almost surely (as.) (cf: [8]). More precisely, we have 
unique probability measure P” on (Cc, 9) such that for f E C’(D) with Vf v 2 0 
on aD, f(X,) -f(x) - f0 1/2Af(X,)ds is a submartingale Px-a.s. Moreover by 




x, =x + w, + 4X,) d-L 
0 
(1984), X, has a semimartingale decomposition as 
P”-a.s. for x E D where W, is Brownian motion starting from 0 and L, is the boundary 
process under P” such that L, = r. lcX,EBDj dL,, that is L, is a bounded variation which 
increases only when X, is on the boundary of D. Recall (TV, z, in (8), (9) and p in (3). 
Then if x E 6, (Tk > Z~ > 0 since X is continuous Px-a.s. Therefore we may write X on 
0, with the coordinate system of Ok, Px-as., 
s f xf = xi + w;: + $(X,) dL, 0 (10) 
for t < (Tk, i= 1,2, . . . ,d. 
In Theorem 3.1, we obtain tightness for P”. We assume that D is smooth and 
v is C2; but the coefficients with respect to tightness depend only on c in the condi- 
tion of v in (2), not on x and not on any additional smoothness assumption on D 
and v. 





where S depends only on c in (2) but not on x, and r. as dejined in (4). 
Proof. For x ED such that dist(x,dD) 2 2s, there exists d1 such that 
P” supIX,-Xl<2E 
[ 
=P” SUP[W,1<2& >1-?j 
1<&, 1 [ ?<A, 1 
since X, is Brownian motion before it hits dD. 
Now for x E D such that dist(x,aD) < 2s, let e = inf{t: X, E 8D). Then X, is 
Brownian motion for t < cr. Since Brownian motion is transient for d 2 3 and D is 
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bounded, X, meets dD in finite time P” a.s., that is 0 < 0 < co, P” as. Therefore we 
have 
P”[suplX, - x1 > 2E] = P” sup JX, - x1 > 2&, c7 < 6 
1<6 [ I<8 1 
+ P” [ JX, sup - x[ > 2&, rr 2 t<f7 6 1 
4 P” PX* 
[ ( 
sup(X,-Xl>2& ,6<6 
I<6 1 1 
+P” sup/X,-x( >2s,X,~Dforalls<6. 
?<b 1 
The second part of the last term is less than q/2 for some h2 since X, is Brownian 
motion for s < 6. Therefore it suffices to show for x E i3D. Let x E dD n 8 for some k. 
Then by (lo), 
s t x; = xi + w; + u’(X,) dL, 0 
for i = 1,2, . . . ,d - 1 and t < ck. Therefore by the condition (2), 
s 
f 
[Xf - xi1 I 1 W,il + (u’(X,)( dL, 
0 
= c(XP - Xd) + ) w,‘/ - cwp. 
Recall Cj; in (4). Then 
P” 
( 
sup/x, - x( > 2E 
1 ( 
= P” sup(X, - XI > 2&, X&E c;y 
f<d ICd > 
+ PX 
( 
sup (X, - XI > 2&, x, 4 C$ 
I-c6 ) 
= I + II. 
First, 
(11) 
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Let A = {z: z E C,‘?, Ix - z/ = E} and note that A is compact and in D. Therefore for 
any z E A, dist(z, aD) > E’ for some E’ > 0. Let 0 < E” < min {E, 8’). Then by the prop- 
erty of Brownian motion, there exists S3 > 0 such that 
supp= 
( 
sup)X,-z) >&)I <q/2. 
ZEA l<d, > 
Therefore with b3 in place of 6 such that I < q/2. Hence it suffices to prove that 
II < q/2 for some suitable 6 > 0. To this end, we argue as follows. 
If IX, - XI > E, then [Xf - xi( > E/G for some i = 1,2, . . . ,d. Therefore 
II=P” sup(X,-x(>2&,X,~~C~~ 
( t<6 1 
5 P”(JXt - xi1 > E/G for some i, X, # Czy, rE < 6) 
= P”( / X: - xi1 I E/G for all i < d, (Xfz - xdJ > E/G, X, $ Cz’, o, < 6) 
+ P”() Xg - xi) > E/G for some i < d, X, 4 C;y, z, < 6) 
= II, + IIt). 
If there exists i < d such that IXf, - xi] > E/& then by (1 l), 
E/$ < 1x: - xi/ I C(Xf8 - x”) + /I+$ - ce/ 
Therefore 
II,, I P”[c(X$~ - x”) + ( W’$ - cW’f8 > E/G, for some i < d, z, < 6) 
I P”[) w$ - c tie > E/J! - c(Xfe - Xd) > E/J2 - CE = Cl&, 
for some i < d, 7’E < S] 
where c’ = l/a - c > l/G - l/($(d - 1)~) > 0. Therefore, for some S4 > 0, 




Now for II,, 
II, I P”( (x$e - Xdl > E/J?, x, 4 c:y, z, < 6) 
d-l 
I P”((X:: - xq > E/d, (X:’ - Xd( < 2y c 1x: - xi/, z, < 6) 
i=l 
I P”(JXfc - xi\ > &/(2y(d - l)$), for some i = 1,2, . . ..d - 1, ~~ < 6) 
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d-l 
I 1 P”(lW;J - cw:‘, > &/(27(d - l)$) - c(xtC - xd), r, < 6) 
i=l 
d-l 
= Jl PX(l w:J - cw:: 2 4(2y(d - l)$) - CE, rE < 6) 
sup/ Wfl - cw:’ 2 Cl’& 
Z<d 
- 
where c” = 1/(2y(d - 1)Jd) - c > 0. Therefore there exists 6, > 0 in place of 6 such that 
II < q/2. If we choose the smallest one of hl, . . . , as, then the theorem is proved. 0 
Recall that if W, is Brownian motion in iwd with W0 = x as. P” and $(s), s E [0, t], is 





Moreover, if $(s) is a Lipschitz curve, one can give a lower bound for the probability 
in terms of E, t and the Lipschitz constant of $ [cf. Stroock and Varadhan (1979) pp. 
168-1691. 
Notice that if a is a constant, aD is the region above a Lipschitz function with the 
same Lipschitz constant y as F. Also ax,,, 2 is again a Brownian motion in the interior 
of aD. Let us recall RBM in the first paragraph of Section 3. It is easy to check that 
uXtja2 is RBM in aD with reflection u‘ such that u’(ax) = u(x) on a(&). We refer this 
property as scaling. 
Now we prove that with some positive probability, X is immediately in D with 
a uniform distance from aD. 
Lemma 3.2. For given to > 0, there are E’ > 0 and 6 > 0 such that for all x E D, 
P”[X, # DE.,for some s I to] > 6. 




s51 1 <;. 
If x E D and X, $ aD for any s _< 1, then X, is Brownian motion under P” on sl. Let 
G(x, w) be Green function on Iwd and for A c [Wd, a Bore1 set, I.41 be the Lebesque 
measure of A. Then for above /z > 0 and for sufficiently small E’ > 0, 
[s 1 p” [xs E De, n B&A) for all s 5 l] I E” l,,, ED,, _>,) ds 0 1 
I s D,. n B(x, 2) G(x, w)dw < ; 
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since d 2 3 and ) D,, n B(x, ;C)l I UE’ where a depends only on y, the Lipschitz constant 
for D. Therefore we have 
P”[X, E B(x,A) n D - D,,, for some s I I] 2 i. 
Hence by a similar argument with scaling property of Brownian motion, for given 
to > 0, there are 1 > 0 and E’ > 0 such that 
P”[X, E B(x, A) n D - D,, for some s < to] 2 4 
and it suffices to show for x E aD. 
Let x E aD n ok and fix E > 0 sufficiently small. By (lo), X:’ = xd + Wf 
+ SfoUd(XS)dL,, for t < ok where Wf is l-dimensional Brownian motion starting from 
0 under P”. By the support theorem for Brownian motion, for given to, there is 6’ > 0 
such that 
By the condition u in (2), X:’ - xd 2 e for t < ck. Therefore P(r, 5 to) > 6’ and 
PX(z, I co, x, E c;q + PX(z, I to, x, g c;y > 6’ > 0. 
We want to show that the first term is uniformly positive for all x E aD. For that, first 
we show for any x E aD, P”(X, E C:y IT, I to) > 6’ for some 6’ > 0. If not, there are 
x, E aD n ok and a sequence {S,), 6, > 0 converging 0 such that 
as n -+ co. Then by the definition of Czi and (1 l), 
d-1 
1 - 6, < P”b (X:’ - x”) < 2y c 1x: - xi1 /r, I t, 
i=l 1 
d-l 
s Pxn X:‘ - xd < 2y(d - l)c(X,4 - x”) + 2y 1 IW;,j 
i=l 
- 2yc(d - l)W’tJz, I t, I 
I Pxn (1 - 2y(d - l)c)(X:_ - x”) + 2y(d - ~)cIV:~ 
d-l 
< 2Y c Iw:J IL 5 to . 
i=l 1 
Here 1 - 2y(d - 1)c > 1 - l/s > 0, XtZ - xd 2 Wtc and x, has a subsequential limit 
z in aD n ok. Therefore P”Q -+ P’ for some subsequence (rik) by the Feller 
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property of P”, Stroock and Varadhan (1971). Also z, is continuous ?-as. by the same 
argument as in Theorem 4.2 of Kwon (1992). Therefore 
d-l 




P’ wte 2 2y c ) w:*\, t, < to = 0. 
i=l > 
So we have 
d-l 
P” W,4 2 2y 1 (Wi(, for all 0 5 s 5 to, z, < to 
i=l 
d-l 
wfc22y c jWf,l,z,<to =o. 
i=l 
Therefore by the strong Markov property, we have 
[ ( 
d- 1 
p’ pxc W:‘22y C JW,‘J,forallOIsIto ,~~<t~ 
i=1 1 1 
[ 
d-l 




I P’ w:< 2 2g c 1 w:,I, 7, < to = 0. 
i=l I 
But by the support theorem for Brownian motion and P’(T~ < to) > 6’ > 0, this is 
a contradiction. Therefore there exists 6 > 0 such that 
Px(T, < t,,, T, E @) > 6 
for all x E 8D. Since Czy n J?(x, ro) c Ci n B(x, ro) c D, we can take E’ E (0, ~/4) not 
depending on .x such that 
P”[X, $ D,,, for some s 5 to] > 6 > 0. El 
Now we have the same result as Proposition 3.6 of Bass and Hsu (1991), the key 
estimate for a Harnack inequality for harmonic function. 
Corollary 3.3. Let x E 0. Given q > 0, there exists 6 > 0 depending on q but not x such 
that if C c .4(x, 1) and 1 C( > q, then 
P”[Tc < z3J > 6 
where Tc as dejined in (8) and y 2 1. 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.1, there exist to > 0 and 0 < 6’ < 1 such that P”(T~ 5 to) < 6’ 
for all x E 0. Also by Lemma 3.2, for to, there exist E’ > 0 and 8’ > 0 such that 
P”[X, $ D,., for some s I to] > 6” 
for all x E 0. Therefore 
P”[X, E A(x, l)\D,,, for some s I tr] > (1 - a’),” > 0. 
Even though Bass and Hsu showed 4 is a lower bound for this probability in the proof 
of Proposition 3.6 of Bass and Hsu (1991), a positive lower bound is enough for their 
proof. Therefore by the same argument of Proposition 3.6 of Bass and Hsu (1991), we 
prove the corollary. 0 
With the scaling property, Proposition 3.6 of Bass and Hsu (1991) is the only key 
estimate to prove Holder continuity and Harnack inequality valid up to the boundary 
of D for harmonic function with zero normal derivative. Corollary 3.3 is the counter- 
part of Proposition of 3.6 of Bass and Hsu (1991) and it includes x on BD. Therefore 
with Corollary 3.3 and with scaling property of RBM (with oblique reflection), we 
have the analogue of Theorem 3.9 of Bass and Hsu (1991) (Harnack inequality) and 
Corollary 3.8 of Bass and Hsu (1991) (Holder continuity). 
Theorem 3.4. Zf x E D, r > 0, h is harmonic in A(x, r) and continuous B(x, r) n D and 
h has zero v-directional derivative on B(x, r) n aD, then there exist c’, a depending only 
on y, such that 
I&) - h(y)1 I c’;;q,Ihl lx - ~1" 
for x, Y E 4x, r/%). 
Theorem 3.5. There exist b, depending only on y, such that if z ED, r > 0, h is 
nonnegative and harmonic in A(z,6r) and h has zero v-directional derivative on 
B(z, 6r) n aD, then 
b- 1 I h(x)/h(y) _< b 
for x, Y E A@, r/W 
4. Resolvent 
In this section, we show A-resolvent for f E C(D), llf/l < 1 is equicontinuous 
depending only on y. From this with tightness, we get a limit for RBM on smooth 
domains with C2 reflection that have the conditions (l)-(2) in Section 2. 
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Let x E 0. Then take a ball B(z, r) such that r is sufficiently small, x $ B(z, r) c D. By 
Lemma 3.2, for any y E 6, 
P”[X, ED,, for all s 2 l/2] < 1 - 6 < I 
for some E > 0 and 6 > 0. Therefore with the strong Markov property and the support 
theorem for Brownian motion, 
PYCTB(z,r) < 11 > vl > 0 
for some rl > 0, hence 
~“iTB,,,,,l < A4 
for some M < co depending only on c and r. 
Now B(z,r) is fixed such that dist(B(z, r),dD) > a, for some a0 > 0 and let 
T, = TIZC,,,,. Define for f~ C(D), 
U,f (x) - E” f (Xt)dt. 
Then 
It U,f II 5 Ilf II E”Tr I M Ilf II. 
Theorem 4.1. {U, f (x)1 f e C(D), jl f (j 4 1) is equicontinuous. 
Proof. For given E > 0, we can take a > 0 such that a < ao, E”T, < E if 
dist(x,B(z,r)) < a by the property of Brownian motion. (cf. [port and stone (1978), 
Ch. 2, Section 31) Therefore for x, y in B(z, r + a), 
II Urf (x) - U,f (Y) II < 2 II f II E. 
Now for x E D such that dist(x, B(z, r)) 2 a, take b such that 0 < b < min(u/2, p/2) and 
let S = inf(t: X, # B(x,b)). Notice [B(x,b) n D] n B(z,r) = 0. Therefore S < T, and 
by the strong Markov property, 




‘f(X,)dt + E” f(X,)dt 
0 s S 
= E” + E”U,f(X,). 
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Let tr” = inf{t: Wp > b}. Then S I zr” as. P” since Xf - xd 2 R on Fq,. It is well 
known that for given E > 0, we can take b so that SUP~.~(~,~,~, EY?rd I E. Therefore for 
all y E B(x, b/2), 
/I EY ‘f(x,)dt I( I 
s 
sup EY#“+ I I( f I[ E. 
0 yeB(x.b/Z) 
We know (1 E”U,f(X,) // < M /If // and E”U,f(X,) is harmonic in a neighborhood of 
x and has zero u-directional derivative. Therefore by Theorem 3.4 and compactness of 
0, for given E > 0, there exists 6 such that 0 < 6 < b/2 and if 1x - yl < 6, 
I E”~,.f(Xs) - EYUrf(Xdl I 6 II urf(Xs) II I EM II f Il. 
Therefore for all y E B(x, b/2), Ix - yl < 6, 
/I UAx) - Urf(y) /I I 2 II f 11~ + M II f /I& 
and the theorem is proved. 0 
Define 
s T, U)f(x) = E” e- “‘f(X,) dt. 0 
Then for any A, 
II U!fbJ II I II f II E”T, I M II f II. 
Therefore by VS.10 of [3], 
Ulf= &e-d)‘(Uy+‘f; 820,18-A(< 1. 
i=O 
Hence with Theorem 4.1, we have the same result as Proposition 6.2 of Barlow and 
Bass (1989). 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose A > 0. Then { Uifl f E C(D), 1) f 11 I l> is equicontinuous. 
Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain with reflection v, denoted by (0, v). Let (D, v) 
satisfy the conditions (l)-(4) in Section 1 and (D,, u,), n = 1,2, . . . be smooth domains 
and C2 reflections approximating (D, v) in the sense that for any x E D, we can take 
{x,,} such that x, E D”, x, -+ x as n--t co Moreover, if x E aD, x, E aD, and x, + x, then 
v(x,) -+ u(x). Without loss of generality, we may assume (D,, u,) satisfy the conditions 
(l)-(4) and D1 3 D, 2 .... Let PG be the probability measure on (Cd,, 9) such that 
X is RBM on D, with reflection u, under Pi. For given x E D, let 
x: = 
X, if t < T,, 
XT, if t 2 T,. 
(12) 
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ForfE C(G) and x, E O,, let 
Uif(xJ = E> m e-““f(X:)dt. 
I 0 
(13) Then by the same argument as Proposition 6.3 of Barlow and Bass (1989) 
(using Theorem 4.2), there is a subsequence nj such that Uijfconverges uniformly for 
each i E [0, co), the limit, U”, satisfies the resolvent identity and 11 U’II < A- ‘. 
- 
Suppose xj E D,,,, x E D and xj + x as j --t cc. By Theorem 3.1, the sequence {I’$} is 
tight on (CD,, 9), so there is a limit of a subsequence of {Pz;}, say P’. On the other 
hand, by (13) {Un”,f} converges uniformly forfE C(D,), I/ ,f 11 < 1. Therefore with the 
same argument as Proposition 6.5 of Barlow and Bass (1989), we can show that if P” is 
another subsequential limit of {I’:;}, P’ = P”. 
(14) For given x E D, we take B(z, r) c D such that B(z, r) c D and dist(x, z) > 1. Let 
r, = TB(z,*). Then we have the following theorem. 
- 
Theorem 4.3. Let x E D, xj E D,, and Xj + x. Then for any sufJiciently small r > 0, {PC;> 
converges weakly to a probability measure Q: on (CD,, FT,) where T,. is in (14). 
In the following Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, we prove two properties of Q: which are 
obviously desirable. 
Theorem 4.4 For any x E D and small r > 0, 
Q:( for some 6 > 0, X, = x for t E [0, S]) = 0. 
Proof. Let z,:” = inf{t: I+‘: > E}. Then for sufficiently small E > 0, 
Q:(T~ > t) I Q;[sup(lX: - x’IV ... vlX% - xdl) I E] 
SCI 
I lim sup Pz, 
K 
sup(x;- Xd( <E 
S<f 1 1 
I lim sup Pij(2,W”). 
The last inequality follows from Xf - xd 2 WP for t < ck. Therefore 
E&q = 
s 
mQ:(*E > s)ds 
0 
s co 2 lim sup P:,(s,w” > s) ds 0 
= lim sup Ei, ryd 
= O(E). 
Hence EXQ;, T, + 0 as F --f 0, which proves the theorem. 0 
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Theorem 4.5. For x E 0, 
Q;“(X, # D) = 0. 
-- 
Proof. x E fi c &, for any n. If n > m, PG(X: ever hits D, \D,,,) = 0. Dr \D, is smooth, 
-- 
so by the routine argument using limits, we get Q:(X( ever hits Dr \&J = 0 for all m, 
and that proves the theorem. 0 
Let 0 < r1 < r2. Then for A E %T,Z, 
Q;“(X, E A, t < TJ = lim Pij(X, E A, t < T,.J 
= Q:,G, E A t < T,,). 
Hence {Q:} is consistent. Let Q” on (C,, %) such that 
Q"l;s,_ = Q:. 
With the same argument as in Section 6 of Barlow and Bass (1989) (Proposition 6.7, 
6.8), we can show {Q”} IS a strong Markov family of probability measures. 
Remark. We have not proved that Q” is a solution of the submartingale problem 
formulated as in Stroock and Varadhan (1971). This is not established yet in the case 
of Lipschitz domain with normal reflection. 
Remark. The condition 0 < c < 1/2(d - l),/& is not optimal, 2 is introduced for 
convenience. If we change Cfy in the proof of Theorem 3.1 with Czy, any number 
a > 1,2 can be replaced with a. 
Remark. In a work in preparation, the author have proved that under Q”, X, has the 
semimartingale decomposition as 
x, = x + w, + 
s 
f 
u (Xs) G 
0 
for x E d where W is a Brownian motion starting from 0 and L is the boundary 
process. 
Remark. We have not proved that there is only one RBM on D for given reflection 
which satisfies the condition (2). Other approaches to the construction of RBM on 
D are possible, and without uniqueness one would not know that the various 
constructions gave the same process. 
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